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ABSTRACT Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) are decentralized wireless networks that communicate
without pre-existing infrastructure. MANETs are vulnerable to the most popular types of attacks and threats,
such as wormhole attacks. A wormhole attacks is very challenging issues that records the packets from
one location of the network and tunnels them to another location to undermines the performance of the
wireless network and disrupt the most routing protocol. However, the existing solutions have been developed
to overcome the wormhole attack, but still suffering from additional hardware, incur high delay delivery,
or fail to provide high throughput, packet delivery ratio as well as consume higher energy. In this paper
a hybrid wormhole attack detection (HWAD) algorithm is proposed, which is able to detect both in-band
wormholes through performs round trip time (RTT) based on its hop count, and packet delivery ratio (PDR),
also out-of-band wormholes through performs transmission range between successive nodes in a more
optimistic manner than existing solutions. HWAD reduce the delay and energy through avoids performing
wormhole detections for all available nodes in the network. HWADdoes not rely on any special hardware and
middleware. The proposed algorithm HWADwas executed using NS-2 network simulator. The performance
metrics was taking into consideration to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm the throughput,
end to end delay, packet delivery ratio, and consuming energy. The proposed algorithm utilized Ad-hoc
On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol to improve the detection method. The experimental
results have shown the performance metrics of the proposed approach HWAD outperformed in wormhole
detection compared with other algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Wormhole attack, malicious node, legitimate node, AODV, MANET.

I. INTRODUCTION

With rapid development and increases in the volume of wire-
lessmobile computing technology that has driven a revolution
within the computing world, ad-hoc networks have emerged
in many forms. Mobile Ad-Hoc networks is a collection
of wireless mobile node which communicate directly with
each other within its radio coverage to form a temporary
networks without pre-existing infrastructure or central base
stations [1], [2]. MANET is an unreliable, open medium,
self-configuredwireless networks and the process of dynamic
device communication where the participating node can enter
or leave is simplified. This leads to changing network topol-
ogy rapidly and unpredictably [3]. Routing protocols play an
important role in wireless network to route the packet over
multiple hops and from one node to another, it is the backbone
of wireless networks and have ability to show the shortest
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path from source and destination to achieve specific tasks [4].
In addition, some routing protocols specialized for using in
wireless networks with low power consumption [5].

In MANET, the participating node has a limited transmis-
sion range. Therefore, two nodes will not be able to commu-
nicate With each other if they are not in the range of radio
coverage of each other. Thus, the transmission through
multi-hops scenario will be employed and the intermediate
node has to forward the packet to the next node until it reaches
the destination [6]. Due to the wireless transmission spon-
taneous nature and characteristics of MANET, this makes
MANET prone to several type of attack and security threats
such as wormhole attack [7], [8]. Thus, it’s important to
ensure the confidentiality of data transmission in the wire-
less network from node to node without compromising data
transmission integrity.

The wormhole attacks is very challenging issues and
one of the serious security threats in detection to MANET.
The wormhole attack initiated when an adversary create a
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communication link between two distant nodes by captures
the packet from one location of the network and sends it to
unauthorized location of the network. To generate fake con-
nections, mislead the legitimate path, changing or dropping
the sent packets which will lead in giving a false network
topology [7], [9] and [10] as shown in Fig.1. The attackers
are directly connected with each other. Thus, it has the ability
to connect faster than legitimate nodes to carry out the attack.

FIGURE 1. Communication link connecting N and M wormhole nodes.

However, the tunnel can be formed through Packet
encapsulation (in-band) that is forwarding the packet through
available legitimate nodes in the network. The out-of-band
channel which is also forwarding packets over long distances
and use separate external communication link between mali-
cious nodes [11]. In out-of-band attack, the source node and
destination node are away from each other. But, due to the
fake created tunnel they appear that they are near and direct
neighbours of each other which will reduce the hop count.
On the other hand, in-band attack use legitimate routes and
actual hop count does not increases during traversal.
A wormhole attack does not require the knowledge of a

security system, which includes cryptography mechanisms,
public/private keys, etc. Thus cannot be detected using cryp-
tographic mechanisms, therefore, even if the transferred
packet was encrypted with any type of encryption, the mali-
cious node will be able to tunnel the packet to another distant
malicious node [12] and [13].
There are some challenges that are required to be solved

through the proposed approach HWAD. These challenges
are the network incur high delay delivery, fail to provide
high throughput, packet delivery ratio as well as consume
higher energy. Therefore, this study proposes an algorithm
that relies on three detection mechanisms of wormhole attack
that is based on the AODV protocol. The proposed algorithm
combines RTT based on its hop count, PDR and transmission
range features to obtain high accuracy of wormhole attack
detection. The proposed algorithm was implemented for both
out-of-band and in-band wormhole attack and the K-Means
clustering algorithm has been employed in this study to deter-
mine threshold value in packet delivery ratio, it is a widely
used algorithm in the field of data mining. Additionally,
K-means is an iterative and powerful algorithm which loops
until it converges to a locally optimized solution [14]. Thus,
we propose the HWAD and the contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

1- We proposed a novel HWAD secure algorithm for
wormhole detection in MANET. HWAD is able to
detect both in-band wormholes and out-of-band worm-
holes through perform transmission range between suc-
cessive nodes, round trip time based on its hop count,
and packet delivery ratio to detect the existence of
wormhole.

2- The concept of (NRT) threshold, will avoids launch
wormhole detection for all nodes in MANET, resulting
in improving the performance and accuracy of worm-
hole detection and saving energy as well as reduce the
delay.

3- We formally employed the K-Means clustering algo-
rithm to find out the best optimal centroid value that
will be used as packet delivery ratio threshold in
in-band detection.

4- We test the performance of HWAD by simulating and
comparing it with two other well-known wormhole
detection algorithms, Aliady and Al-Ahmadi [48] and
MCRP [47]. The results demonstrate that our approach
outperforms existing approaches.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Section I provides the introduction. Section II literature
review. Section III technical preliminaries. Section IV shows
the proposed algorithm. Section V describe security anal-
ysis. Section VI provides simulation setup and parameters.
Section VII shows result comparison and evaluation. Finally
section VIII, the conclusion

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Several algorithms and scientific studies that have been
devoted for MANET. Some of these algorithm require spe-
cialized hardware or incur high communication overhead.
However, we will concentrate on literature on some of the
prevailing solutions on MANET and give brief description of
all the relevant literature reviewed.

Chiu and Lui [15] Propose wormhole detection method
called delay per hop indication (DELPHI). DELPHI perform
multipath approach and calculates mean delay per hop of
every path. The sender calculate mean delay per hop of each
route. Thus, wormhole nodes can be detected if the path that
has longer delays and will not be selected to transmit the data
packet. Due to the information and detection that DELPHI
perform at the sender, it does not require synchronized clock
to determine the positioning of the node.

Amish and Vaghela [16] Propose an extension to AODV to
detect wormhole attack called Ad-hoc On-demand Multipath
Distance Vector routing protocol (AOMDV). the proposed
method based on RTT calculation from the source to desti-
nation for every route, then, it divide the value of RTT by
corresponding hop count and the average value is a thresh-
old value and compare the RTT value with the threshold to
determine the existence of wormhole.

Tun andMaw [17] Proposed a wormhole detection mecha-
nism based on RTT and neighbour number. The consideration
in here is that the adversary can increases the number of
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neighbours of the nodes within the radius, to provide inaccu-
rate RTT value between successive nodes. Therefore, when
the RTT value between two successive nodes is high and the
neighbour number is considerable greater than the average
neighbour number, there is a suspect that a wormhole path is
in between.
Capkun et al. [18] propose a method called secure track-

ing of node encounters (SECTOR) against wormhole attack.
The distance between two nodes can be calculated based on
the speed of data transmitted. The detection method mea-
sure the time between sending out a challenges bit and receiv-
ing the response, the first node will compute an upper bound
of the distance which is between these two nodes, after than,
check whether this distance violates and physical constraints.
Lai [19] Propose a method against wormhole attack,

by applying the standard routing protocol IPv6 for Low
Power and Lossy Networks (RPL). However, this approach
delimits the maximum distance that a packet can take in the
transmission. The rank of a node defined RPL is adopted to
measure the distance. The proposed detection method discov-
ersmaliciouswormhole nodes if unreasonable rank values are
identified.
Hu et al. [20] propose wormhole attack detection mech-

anism based on packet leashes. The proposed methodol-
ogy consider both geographical and temporal leashes. The
geographical rely on current location and transmission time
associate with the packet. The receiving node will compute
the distance to the sender and the time it took the packet to
traverse the path to determine whether the packets recipient
within a certain distance from the sender. In temporal leashes,
based on clock that is tightly synchronized but do not rely
on GPS information. The sending node will associate the
transmission time and the expiration time to every sent packet
to restrict the packet to travel over long distances, and at
the receiving node will use its own packet reception time for
verification. By using compute lightweight operations which
will determine whether the packet pass through the wormhole
path.
Hu and Evans [21] Proposed mechanism based on direc-

tional antennas to prevent wormhole attacks. Neighbour lists
will be built in a secure way by using the direction in which
a signal is heard from a neighbour with the assumption that
the antennas on all the nodes are aligned. However, it only
prevents the kind of wormhole attacks in which malicious
nodes try to deceive two nodes into believing that they are
neighbours.
Chen et al. [22], propose a distance-consistency-based

secure localization scheme that is employed against worm-
hole attack. It consist of three different phases of detection
of wormhole attack. Firstly, detect and identifies whether
it is under a duplex wormhole attack or a simplex worm-
hole attack. And second, the valid locator’s identification,
different identification schemes are proposed to identity
the V-locators. Third, self-localization, after identifying the
V-locators, the sensor conducts the self-localization using the
MLE method with correct distance measurements.

Jamali and Fotohi [23] Proposed a method against worm-
hole attack through Artificial Immune System (AIS) which
is able to protect against a set of extraneous attacks with-
out affecting the overall performance of the network. The
proposed approach consist of two phases, in the first phase
a test packet will be employed and sent from each route
and the destination is obliged, a confirmation packet will be
send upon receiving test packet. Thus, if the route contain
wormhole nodes, the packet will not reach its destination and
validation packet will not be received. While in the second
phase, usually wormhole attack having lower hop count com-
pare with actual nodes. Thus, when having a low number of
hop counts in a route, the possibility of pollution of this route
would increase. Which is the situation with a low round trip
time and an increase of total energy of the existing nodes in
the route.

Tamilarasi and Santhi [24] Proposed a method against
wormhole attack in MANET through identifying the worm-
hole and select the best path. Initially, several path will be
generated between source and destination called ‘K’ using
Ad-hoc on demand Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV)
routing protocol. Then, the wormhole attacked path will be
identifies through source node by verifying the Detection
Packet (DP) and Feedback Packet (FP) from the destination.
After determine thewormhole attacked paths, the source node
will selects the best path among the attacker free paths using
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm and forwards
the data to the destination through the best path.

Sankara and Murugaboopathi [25] Proposed mechanism
based onQuality of Service (QoS) for entire network to detect
the wormhole attacks. The modified secure AODV proto-
col (MSADOV) has been proposed which uses the packet
forward ratio and round trip time to prevent the wormhole
attack in MANET. In addition, the proposed approach able to
detect both active and passive attacks.

Jamali and Fotohi [26] Proposed a method against
wormhole attack called defending against wormhole attack
(DAWA) that employ employs fuzzy logic system and artifi-
cial immune system. First phase will select high performance
route between the source and the destination using fuzzy logic
approach. While the second phase will use artificial immune
system (AIS) based defines scheme against wormhole attack,
where antibodies are trained to detect and eliminate malicious
antigens.

Aswale and Joshi [27] proposed wormhole attack pre-
vention using hybrid cryptography algorithm. The proposed
technique uses Modified Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (MRSA)
and AES for secure and energy-efficient data transmission
from source to destination over public channels. Because
AES encryption more efficient for large amount of data and
does not require high energy, so, it will be used for plaintext
encryption and RSA use to encrypt AES key. Thus, AES will
encrypt the data of source node.

Fotohi et al. [28] proposed wormhole attack detection sys-
tem using agent-based self-protective method for unmanned
aerial vehicle networks (ASP-UAVN). The source node will
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initiate route request (RREQ) to the destination to detect
the existing routes. Then, once the route reply (RREP)
is received, a self-protective method using agents and the
knowledge base is employed to choose the safest route among
other routes and detect the attacking UAVs. This mecha-
nism will protect the network against wormhole, selective
forwarding and sink hole attacks.

III. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we characterize the preliminaries that required
to achieve this study.

A. ADVERSARY MODEL

The network is established in an antagonistic environment
where the adversaries are present. We assume that the adver-
saries are able to eavesdrop, record and replay messages,
including routing protocol messages. Furthermore, the adver-
sary can compromise the legitimate nodes, allowing them
to extract their cryptographic secrets messages. This give
the opportunity for the adversary to deploy and control a
malicious node. The adversary capable of colluding with
other malicious nodes. One of these collusion attack is the
wormhole.

B. WORMHOLE ATTACK DESCRIPTION

A wormhole attack is one of the gravest attacks that are
considered a challenging problem and can be launched at
the network layer of the OSI model [29]. It consists of two
malicious nodes involved in the routing path and commu-
nication link between them as illustrated in Fig.1 between
N and M wormhole nodes. The attacker receives packets
at one location in the network and send them to a remote
location in the network and then replays them locally. The
tunnel can be created in many ways such as in-band and out-
of-band. The routing path between source and destinationwill
be selected through the created tunnel [9], [30], [31] and [32],
which will be used later for packets exchange between mali-
cious nodes. Because of unauthorized access by malicious
nodes, the packet can be dropped and cause delay in time for
important packet to reduce the network performance or send
to another network and at end the network will be disrupted.
Wormhole attack can be classified into four modes of

attack operations, which are, packet encapsulation, high
power transmission, packet relay and out-of-band. The tunnel
can be launched through wired and wireless transmission or
an optical link as mentioned in [33], [35]. The packet will
be forwarded through distant wormhole nodes by creating
an illusion that they are close to each other whereas in real-
ity, they are not. Malicious nodes are equipped with higher
transmission power and higher bandwidth in comparison to
other legitimate nodes. Therefore, they can transmit packets
over long distances to create fake shortcuts, preventing the
legitimate nodes to be discovered by its neighbours, creat-
ing incorrect routing paths, and then causing network dis-
ruptions [34], [35] and [36]. This fake shortcut path which

is created by wormhole node will be employed for packet
exchange among themselves.

1) IN-BAND WORMHOLE ATTACK

Based on the medium used, the packets can be tunnelled
through an in-band and out-of-band attack between two dis-
tant malicious nodes [37]. In in-band attacks, the assailants
will use the legitimate nodes that have been compromised
and the valid existing wireless medium for building a link
between malicious nodes. Which will perform the attack on
any unprotected packets while packet transmission as illus-
trated in Fig.2. Assume that the source node denoted S and
destination node denoted D, in that case the routing path is S,
M1, A, B, M2, D forms an in-band attack. Therefore, In-band
attack is very dangerous and does not need extra hardware to
launch it [38], [39] and [40]. In addition, unlike out-of-band
attack, in-band attack will consume the normal nodes energy
due to the usage of these nodes to perform the attack and route
the packet over long path.

FIGURE 2. Wormhole attack construction between M1 and M2.

2) OUT-OF-BAND WORMHOLE ATTACK

Whereas an out-of-band attack that initiated through different
wireless medium via a side channel. Such a channel has
high-gain directional antennas, between two distant nodes to
prevent legitimate node from appearing. Creating an illusion
to the source a link that has fewest number of hops and the
destination is near but in reality they are not. As illustrated
in Fig.2, the routing path is S, M1, M2, and D to form an
out-of-band attack. Therefore, it requires high transmission
mode and long rangewireless transmission compared to legit-
imate node [38], [39] and [40] that will enable the wormhole
node to construct a direct tunnel between pairs of malicious
nodes located away from one another. Thus, the network
performance will be disrupted and packets dropped, once the
adversary take control over a large amount of packets that
passing through the wormhole tunnel.

C. OVERVIEW OF AODV PROTOCOL

To gain appropriate route toward the destination. Routing
protocols fall in the place, which are the backbone of
the wireless network. Various routing protocols have been
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proposed for MANET such as proactive and reactive routing
protocols. One of the popular reactive routing protocol as
well as intended for use in wireless and mobile ad hoc net-
works is Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [41].
AODVuses less bandwidth, routing overhead and fast conver-
gence while transmission. AODV supports both unicast and
broadcast routing, which used when the source node routing
table does not contain valid route to the destination to deter-
mine the path for communication. Therefore the source will
generate on demand route discovery processes and transmit
a packet to the preferred destination through intermediate
nodes. AODV employ four different types ofmessages, Route
Request (REQ), Route Reply (RREP), Route Error (RERR)
and hello (HELLO) message to find and maintain the path to
the destination [41], [42]. Route discovery process in AODV
protocols illustrated in Fig.3 that show route request RREQ
and route reply RREP operations in Fig.4.

FIGURE 3. Route request RREQ operation.

FIGURE 4. Route reply RREP operation.

When the source is willing to send packet to destination,
it broadcasts route request (RREQ) during route discovery
process. As show in Fig.3, assume the source (node 2) need
to communicate with the destination (node 9). If the source
node has no valid route to the destination, the broadcasted
packets will be forwarded and the process of RREQ will be
repeated through intermediate nodes with the least hop count
till RREQ message reach the appropriate destination.
Whenever the destination receives the RREQ packet

through intermediate nodes with recent information about the
shortest route, it will reply with route reply (RREP) message
to the source as illustrated in the Fig.4. Where the destination
(node 9) will reply with unicast routing, which is a reverse
route through the intermediate nodes that are node 7 and
node 4, till the packets reach the original source (node 2) and
then the exchanging of data packets will be started among

them. AODV is very popular routing protocol and designed
to be self-starting in an environment of mobile nodes.

D. K-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

K-Means is an unsupervised clustering algorithm and best
suited for data mining and computationally faster than the
hierarchical clustering even for really big data sets and easy
to implement [43], [44]. The K-means is a popular technique
for intrusion detection and able to detect suspicious and
abnormal network user behaviour in a network traffic. The
algorithm use the distance as a metric and the given K classes
in the data set. After that, the algorithm calculates the average
distance providing the initial centroid along with each class
described by the centroid as illustrated in (1). The objective
of K-Means is to find the best optimal centroid value that will
be used as PDR threshold. The algorithms mathematically
represented as indicated in the [45].

d =
∑k

k=1

∑n

i=1
‖ (xi − uk ) ‖

2
(1)

Here, d represent the distance, k represents K cluster centre,
uk represents the kth centre and finally xi represents the ith
point in the data set.

Now, to find out the centroid we derive the equation (1).

∂

∂uk
=

∂

∂uk

∑k

k=1

∑n

i=1
(xi − uk )

2

=
∑k

k=1

∑n

i=1

∂

∂uk
(xi − uk )

2

=
∑n

i=1
2(xi − uk ) (2)

If we assume (2) equal to 0. The centroid value can be
calculated by using (3).

uk =
1

n

∑n

i=1
xi (3)

Therefore, the proposed detection algorithm employs the
K- Means in packet delivery ratio as illustrated in the follow-
ing procedures.

1. Randomly selects K of the objects from 0-1 as initial
value for K-Means algorithm, where each object ini-
tially represents a clustermean or centroid. The remain-
ing objects will be similar, assigns each object to the
cluster.

2. The trace file (which store coverage information and
overall network information) values that resulted from
the NS-2 will be used as input value for clustering.

3. Then, computes the new mean or centroid for each
cluster, and iterate to find the best performance cluster
for different initial values 0-1.

4. Finally, calculate the new mean (centroid) value for the
best selected cluster and this centroid will be consid-
ered as input for the simulator (use as PDR threshold).

IV. PROPOSED HYBRID WORMHOLE ATTACK

DETECTION ALGORITHM

The proposed algorithm is based on HybridWormhole Attack
Detection (HWAD) in mobile ad-hoc network. It has been
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introduced a neighbour ratio threshold (NRT) to avert per-
forming wormhole checking in all available nodes. Then,
the detection algorithm will be employed to combine various
detection methods. The proposed algorithm procedures are.
Step 1: Employ a technique called neighbour ratio thresh-

old (NRT) to minimize the number of nodes needed to be
detected, as shown in the algorithm 1.
Step 2: After that, determine whether the neighbouring

nodes lay in the transmission range of the source or not. If it
is outside range of the source, then classify it as out-of-band
wormhole attack, as shown in the algorithm 2. Otherwise
move to step 3.
Step 3: Finally, employ round trip time based on its hop

count and packet delivery ratio to determine the in-band
attack in case of the neighbouring nodes are in the transmis-
sion range of the source as shown in algorithm 4.

A. ASSUMPTIONS

In this section, some assumptions are presented regarding
network and opponent capabilities in the proposed design in
MANET.

• Assumption 1: It was assumed that, two nodes are
considered neighbours if the distance between them is
within the transmission range.

• Assumption 2: In the proposed model, the nodes start
with the same energy level and have a random speed and
mobility direction.

• Assumption 3: The malicious nodes can launch many
kinds of wormhole attacks.

• Assumption 4: All mobile nodes are randomly dis-
tributed in 2-dementional square network.

B. NEIGHBOUR RATIO THRESHOLD (NRT)

One of the most energy consuming methods as well as
increasing delay for nodes in the network is the process
of checking whether every single node was affected by a
wormhole or not. Generally, the wormhole does not attack
all the nodes in a wireless network. Wormhole increases the
number of neighbour nodes which causes inaccurate RTT and
increases the connectivity of the network. Therefore, a simple
effective technique has been used that is called Neighbour
Ratio Threshold (NRT). It will compare the neighbour num-
ber of a node with all its neighbours to avoid launching the
wormhole detection on all nodes in MANET.
After neighbour discovery processes, the nodes will know

their neighbours. Then, the node calculates the ratio of its
neighbour number and the average neighbour number (s̄i)
of all its neighbours, named the neighbour ratio. Then,
the neighbour ratio (NRTi) will be compared with the Neigh-
bour Ratio Threshold (NRT) to determine whether wormhole
detection is needed or not as illustrated below in algorithm 1,
where the entire network E contain nodes N and their neigh-
bours set S.
After that, the nodes which have neighbour ratio higher

than neighbour ratio threshold (NRT) will be added to the

Algorithm 1 Neighbor Ratio Threshold (NRT).

Start

1 foreach node ni in N and its neighbor set Si in S do

2 Let si = |Si| (which is the neighbor number of ni);
3 foreach node njǫSi do

4 sj = |Sj| (which is the neighbor number of nj);
5 Set a = 0;
6 a = a+ sj;
7 To find the average neighbor number of ni’s

neighbors, Then s̄i = a
si

8 To Find the ni’s neighbor ratio NRTi = si

s̄i
9 ifNRTi > NRT then

10 put ni to suspected nodes set A area;
end

End of Pseudocode.

suspected list to perform out-of-band attack detection as
shown in (Algorithm 4) and in-band attack detection as shown
in (Algorithm 7). Reducing the delay and energy consump-
tion are main goals for (NRT) whereas performing detection
methods.

C. OUT-OF-BAND WORMHOLE DETECTION

1) TRANSMISSION RANGE PHASE

To illustrate this phase of the proposed algorithm, it’s impor-
tant to identify the nodes within its communication range for
each network nodes. This phase relies on the transmission
time between every two successive nodes to conclude the
transmission range of every node. The nodes that are not
in range of the source node will be considered as malicious
nodes, due to limited radio coverage and the distribution of
the legitimate nodes which are closer to one another. Thus,
if the link between the nodes has a high transmission time,
it would be classified as an out-of-band wormhole. Transmis-
sion time between nodes are proposed and calculated to find
out the out-of-band attack using hello intervals between Hello
Packets, as shown below.

Hello Interval = 2nd Hello_Packet – 1st Hello_Packet
Lemma 1: let T1, T2 are two period of time respectively

such that T1 < T2. Then the difference between T2, T1 equal
T2 - T1.

Proof: Let

T1 = T0

T2 = T0 + 1

T2 = T1 + 1

1 = T2 − −T1

Thus, mathematically it is defined as.

Transmission Time(TT) = T2 − T1 (4)

From the equation (4) we can find out the length of time
that needed for packet to travel between nodes to know the
range of the node that determined by calculating the Hello
Interval. The objective of this phase is to detect whether there
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are out-of-band wormhole nodes in the path. As illustrated in
the algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Out-of-Band Detection Algorithm

Input:Transmission Time (TT) value, threshold value.
Output: out-of-band detected.

1. Star
2. Nodes are deployed using AODV protocol
3. Calculate the transmission time for each node in the

routing table.
TT= Hello Packet 2 - Hello Packet

4. If ( TT < threshold ) then
5. Neighboring node in the range of source node
6. No Out-of-band wormhole detected, go to

algorithm 4
7. else
8. Out of band detecte
9. End of Pseudocode.

D. IN-BAND WORMHOLE DETECTION

1) ROUND TRIP TIME (RTT) PHASE

This Phase relied on the RTT value based on its hop count.
RTT is the amount of time in milliseconds (ms) between the
source nodes sending the request and receiving a response
message from the destination node. This phase based on
the fact that the RTT value between two fake neighbours is
considered as a higher value compared to two real neighbours.
Time Threshold is proposed to compare it with the expected
time (RTT) of a particular node taking into consideration
number of hops. Therefore, when the RTT of that node is
lower than time threshold, then the node will be assessed and
placed in the trusted list and no wormhole node exists in that
link. However, when the RTT value for that node is higher
than time threshold, then a wormhole link is exist. Therefore
the node will be added to the suspicious list and continue with
the PDR phase.
Lemma 2: Let sum S = (m x 1) + (m x 2) + . . . . . . . . . ..+

(m x i) can be written in the form of

S =
∑n

i=1
(m × i)

Proof:

S = (m × 1) + (m × 2) + . . . . . . . . . .. + (m × i)

S = m(1 + 2 + . . . . . . + i)

S = m
∑n

i=1
(i)

S = m
∑n

i=1
(m × i)

Therefore, each scenario will be calculated as

HC =

i=6∑

i=1

(i × 25) (5)

Lemma 3:
∑n

i=1—λxi+ αyi =
∑n

i=1 (—λxi+ αyi)

Proof:
∑n

i=1—λxi+
∑n

i=1 αyi = —λx1+—λx2+ . . . .+

—λxn + αy1 + αy2 + . . . + αyn = (—λx1+αy1) + (—λx2

+αy2)+ . . . .+ (—λxn +αyn) =
n∑
i=1

(—λxi+ αyi)

If we assume xi denoted as Tf, and yi denoted as Tb,
the round trip time total (RTTt) for each scenario can be
calculated to the immediate neighbouring connected node
using (5):

RTTt =

n=25∑

n=1

(Tf + Tb) (6)

where Tf is the time that packet needs to travel from source
node to its destination. Tb, is the time that packet needs get
back to its original source.

Thus, the time threshold obtained using (6) and (5) for each
scenario as shown below.

Time Threshold =
RTTt

HC
(7)

2) PACKET DELIVERY RATIO (PDR) PHASE

Third Phase, where all nodes that reach this phase will be
examined by their packet delivery ratio (PDR). The nodes
that are in the suspicious list will be checked by PDR detec-
tion and compare their PDR with the threshold value that is
calculated using K-Means clustering algorithm as illustrated
in (3). The algorithm processes the input one at a time and
tries all possible values of the PDR from 0-1, maintaining
these results in their hidden units that implicitly contains
information about the history of all the past PDR results. The
centroid value (output) of the hidden units is the threshold
value of the PDR which will be compare with the PDR of the
each node. If it’s less than the threshold value, a wormhole
node is detected in this route. Otherwise that node is con-
sidered a trusted node and no wormhole node exists in the
link. Packet delivery ratio threshold pseudocode shown in the
Algorithm 3.

However, the three phases manage to increase the effi-
ciency and performance of wormhole attack detection. Each
phase achieve a particular form of detection resulting in
having the potential to detect malicious nodes. The in-band
detection algorithm illustrated in the algorithm 4.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Wormhole attacks are able to avoid detection. Where the
attacker can temporarily stop sending data at high speed
link once it observes the detection event, also the attack
can be performed even if the network communication pro-
vides confidentiality and cryptography key [46]. HWAD,
will overcome security gaps that let the attacker access and
distort the network behaviour due to the hybrid detection
methods that can performs detection at different phases.
These results activate detection of both in-band and out-
of-band wormholes even during the network running phase.
In this section, we analyse the security of HWAD under these
attacks.
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Algorithm 3 PDR threshold value using K-Means algorithm

1. Run NS2 simulation.
2. Gather the mobility, trace file and result file that

resulted from the previous simulation.
3. Run K-Means Clustering Algorithm
4. Cluster the input file for each node to be run as

one element
Else

5. The algorithm try all possible values for PDR
for Node A

6. For all results for Node A:
7. Select PDR with the best result
8. The previous step done for all nodes
9. Now the optimal PRD for each node is ready

10. PDR for all nodes process to find the average optimal
PDR for the network

11. End of Pseudocode.

Algorithm 4 In-Band Wormhole Detection Algorithm

Input: RTT threshold, PDR threshold (centroid), number of
hops.
Output: in-band detection.

1. Star
2. Nodes are deployed using AODV protocol
3. Star
4. If (RTT > threshold) the
5. Add node to the suspicious list
6. Start
7. If (PDR>= threshold) the
8. No wormhole detected
9. else

10. In-Band wormhole attack
11. else
12. No wormhole detected, add to the trusted list
13. End of Pseudocode.

• In-BandWormhole: HWAD algorithm performed detec-
tion against in-band attack that can be run through packet
encapsulation even if the malicious node fabricated its
identity. Round trip time employed to generate neigh-
bour information, determine the nearest node to the
source and calculate the time required of the packet to
travel between successive nodes taking hop count into
consideration to determine the suspected wormholes.
Next, packet delivery ratio is applied to avoid tampering
with the packet while transmission as well as fulfil the
maximum number of packet received by the destination.
In PDR we employ K-Means machine learning algo-
rithm that provided accurate as well as faster compu-
tation for threshold value. Once wormholes perform an
attack, the detection algorithms will identify the attacker
and prevent malicious node to gain the legitimate path in
ad-hoc network.

• Out-of-band Wormhole: this type of attack equipped
with long-range directional wireless link and transmis-
sion power to let the packet to travel over long distance.
Therefore, HWAD perform the detection against this
type of attack through measuring the transmission range
of each node. Transferring packets through wormhole
odes lead to a time delay, this will increase the transmis-
sion time. However, Hello Interval used mathematical
calculations to measure the transmission range of each
nodes as shown in equation (4).

VI. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR TIME AND SPACE

COMPLEXITY

For MANET that has been constructed based on HWAD
algorithm, the time and space complexity calculated theoreti-
cally. Time resources usually measured through calculating
deployment and required time to solve problems. On the
other hand, space resources that is measured through the size
of storage and required space to solve problems. The basis
for calculating computational complexity is the amount of
necessary resources. The effectiveness or complexity of an
algorithm is expressed as a function whose domain is the size
of the input data, and the range of values is usually the number
of steps to be performed for to find out the time as well as
space complexity needed.
Lemma 4: The space complexity (SC) result of the HWAD

proposed algorithm is O (n∗n).
Proof: In creating wireless MANET network con-

structed on HWAD algorithm, new mobile nodes were added
at a constant rate to the algorithm. Hence, it was more appro-
priate to employ and adopt the adjacency matrix which rep-
resents the construction of the network. In HWAD algorithm,
the source node needs know range of all nodes to locate the
node when it’s added the wireless network. Therefore, the
space complexity (SC) is O (n∗n)
Lemma 5: We next discuss time complexity (TC) of the

HWAD proposed algorithm which is O (n).
Proof: The network development progress and its con-

nections are important for determining the time complex-
ity (TC) of HWAD algorithm. Where each new node will
join the network will pass through these three processes.
In the algorithm, the network start at minimum two connected
nodes. The new nodes are allowed to joined the network based
on transmission time have inferior time complexity (TC) was
O(n1). On the other hand, the new nodes that will connect
later on to the existing network have the inferior time com-
plexity isO(n2 ). Therefore, n = n1 +n2 the time complexity
of HWAD algorithm is O(n).

VII. SIMULATION SETUP AND PARAMETERS

To evaluate the performance of detection method and accu-
racy of the proposed approach HWAD. It has been simulated
HWAD performance using NS-2 simulator environment on
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS operating system. Then, the proposed
approach tested under particular parameters which make
the system perform best. Table 1 shows the simulation
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TABLE 1. List of simulation parameter.

parameters. The performance metrics considered to eval-
uate the proposed algorithms and analysing performance
are throughput, end to end delay, packet delivery ratio, and
consumed energy. Moreover, the simulation was carried out
under various number of mobile nodes to ensure and prove
the efficiency of the proposed approach HWAD in ad-hoc
network.

VIII. RESULT COMPARISON AND EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed
approach HWAD, we compared its performance with
some other well-known wormhole detection approaches in
MANET. Such as MCRP algorithm [47] and Aliady and
Al-Ahmadi [48] using several network metrics. In the all
figures below, the x-axis represents the number of nodes
and the y-axis represents the metrics with different network
scenarios.

A. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN HWAD WITH

ALIADY et al [48] ALGORITHM

1) THROUGHPUT

The graphs in Fig.5 illustrate the improvement gained in
throughput in HWAD compared with ALIADY algorithm
with various number of nodes (50-150). This plot shows

FIGURE 5. Comparison between HWAD and ALIADY et al [48] for
throughput with wormhole attack.

the rate of successfully packet received by destination. The
throughput values in HWAD are (149.075, 148.945, 149.843)
respectively outperform the ALIADY values that are (149.38,
144.8, 147.7) respectively even when the number of nodes
reach to 150 nodes. The reason behind that the ALIADY
algorithm based on neighboring information where malicious
nodes can fabricate their neighborhood list to manipulate
the detection method. Also, the detection will be hard if the
tunnel is less than four hops. While the throughput in HWAD
remain highest even with different network size. Therefore,
HWAD can provide higher performance, quality and success-
ful throughput to the destination compared to the ALIADY.

2) CONSUMED ENERGY

Fig.6 shows the comparison in amount of energy con-
sumption required from the HWAD and ALIADY between
(50-150) nodes. The plots describe that HWAD consumes
energy (43.59, 43.61, and 40.13) respectively and for
ALIADY (175, 80, and 220) joules. Where energy consump-
tion in HWAD within the normal range and is considered
less than ALIADY when the network under attack. ALIADY
consume additional energy. The reason behind that is the sec-
ond stage of checking that is require discovering additional
neighbours two hops away from the following neighbour
to find the intersection with source within 3 hops. HWAD
employ (NRT) which will decrease the amount of energy
consumed in the network.

FIGURE 6. Comparison between HWAD and ALIADY et al [48] for
consumed energy with wormhole attack.

3) END TO END DELAY

Fig.7 presents the packet delay that plays an important role for
measuring the network performance. Since minimum delay
ensure the quality and performance of transmission. The
delay values for HWAD are (0.085, 0.112, 0.253) respec-
tively whereas the delay values in ALIADY are (3.9, 0.9, 2)
respectively. The plots show the highest delay in ALIADY at
various network density. This is because ALIADY perform
two stages of checking between neighbours in the elected
path to check whether there is a three hops path to nodes.
However, when the network density increase, the HWAD
remain with smallest delay compared ALIADY that has neg-
atively impacted performance. It is very clear that the HWAD
will ensure the packet can be transmitted in a safe path and
short time across the network.
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FIGURE 7. Comparison between HWAD and ALIADY et al [48] for end to
end delay with wormhole attack.

B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN HWAD WITH

MCRP [47] ALGORITHM

1) PACKET DELIVERY RATIO

Fig.8 shows the packet delivery ratio and reflects the effi-
ciency and performance of HWAD in the network as com-
pared to MCRP. The plots display HWAD packet delivery
results (99.982, 99.972, 98.988, 98.972) respectively is pro-
ducing the highest packet delivery values for the different
network densities compared to MCRP packet delivery results
(85, 82, 78, 76) respectively under wormhole attack. When
the network density increases, the percentage of packet deliv-
ery continuously decreases in MCRP due to the network
congestion at base station (BS) as well as increase in the delay
resulting BS receive many request from nodes to get the path
to the destination, which increase the opportunity of dropping
packet. However, HWAD offers improvements to ensure the
packet is delivered to the destination by delivering at least
98% packets sent compared with 76% MCRP. HWAD was
able to mitigate the attack while transmission occurs within
the same area.

FIGURE 8. Comparison between HWAD and MCRP [47] for packet delivery
ratio with wormhole attack.

2) THROUGHPUT

The graphs in Fig.9 show the comparison between HWAD
and MCRP in throughput. The plots prove that, the HWAD
gain throughput results are (148.51, 149.01, 149.12, 148.48)
respectively outperforms MCRP throughput results (124.28,
111.42, 90, 77.1) respectively at different scenarios. The
results shows a significant decrease in the MCRP throughput

FIGURE 9. Comparison between HWAD and MCRP [47] for throughput
with wormhole attack.

while the network density increase due to increase in the
delay, high traffic and many requests to the BS which reflect
negatively on the network performance. Also, the packet
pass through long wormhole tunnel which will lower the
throughput in MCRP. However, HWAD perform better than
MCRP in throughput because each node reliably passes the
largest amount of packets which will increases the network
performance

3) END TO END DELAY

Fig.10 shows the end-to-end delay through different network
size. The plots show a small increases in the delay in HWAD
are (0.081, 0.085, 0.09, 0.099) respectively whenever the
size of the network increase. While, the delay are (0.15, 0.4,
0.9, 1.5) respectively for MCRP algorithm. However, HWAD
remains with smallest delay because the packets does not pass
through wormhole tunnel compared with MCRP which has a
vast delay whenever the network nodes increase due to many
tasks performed by BS to the network nodes such as calculate
and deliver routing paths to the nodes. Also, the packet travel
through the wormhole tunnel in case of the instant ratio of Tc

and Tm is less than the average ratio resulting in higher delay.
It is very clear that the HWAD will ensure the packet can be
transmitted in a safe path and short time.

FIGURE 10. Comparison between HWAD and MCRP [47] for end to end
delay with wormhole attack.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A hybrid wormhole attack detection (HWAD) algorithm in
MANET able to detect two types of wormhole attack, in-band
wormhole using round trip time and packet delivery ratio
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that used K-Means clustering algorithm. While out-of-band
wormhole uses transmission range between successive nodes.
HWAD was proposed to enhance the wormhole attack detec-
tion for both types, in-band and out-of-band. Neighbour ratio
threshold helped to lower the energy consumption and delay
through reducing the number of detection nodes. This algo-
rithm is applied on the AODV protocol and implemented
using NS-2 simulator to measure different parameters for
various number of nodes with different metrics. The simula-
tion of the proposed algorithm outcomes have clearly proved
that the proposed approach has higher performance, more
effective and detection accuracy over compared algorithms
in several metrics such as throughput, packet delivery ratio,
end to end delay and consuming energy. HWAD detection
approach ensures that the wormhole attack is treated for both
types in-band and out-of-band attack. However, the proposed
algorithm in general outperformed other algorithms in a set
of measured parameters.
In the future we will focus on using Ad-hoc network in a

large size topological area which provided greater flexibility
and more accurate detection performance in wireless net-
works. In addition, we will overcome the consuming energy
due to the limited energy supply of mobile node. It is of
the utmost importance to focus of study on wormhole attack
detection, as it enables us through seeking out more possible
techniques to counteract the attack in our future research,
in order to apply HWAD to more complex condition.
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